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Abstract 

Of the more than one-third of US firms rated low in corporate governance (GMI, 2009), 
most (86%) have underperforming boards – a cause of considerable concern given growing 
evidence of a positive relationship between firm governance and financial performance (Adut et 
al, 2011; Spellman and Watson, 2009).  Most governance research has focused on board 
demographics to explain governance quality, but we answered a call – reflecting a surge of 
recent work on teamwork in contexts – for empirical inquiry of the sparsely researched link 
between board dynamics and governance (Huse et al, 2011). Semi-structured interviews with 23 
board directors of U.S. publically traded small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) with high 
and low independently-attributed governance ratings and analysis of financial performance data 
of the firms they serve revealed surprising differences between the two groups with respect to 
how they recruit directors, manage conflict both in and beyond the formal boardroom and deal 
with deviant director behavior – factors, our results suggest, that affect both board stability and 
performance. High governance-rated organizations appear to have a lower tolerance for aberrant 
director behavior and a stronger inclination to address and resolve affective conflict than low-
rated firms. Our work contributes to a still lean body of work on board process, recently assessed 
to account for only 12% of governance research (Huse, et. al., 2011). Board governance, 
consequently, remains a “black box” begging for light. 

Keywords: Corporate governance; board governance; SMEs; affective conflict; cognitive 
conflict; behavioral competencies. 

Introduction 

A third of U.S. firms are rated low in corporate governance with 86% of the blame on 
underperforming boards (GMI, 2009) -- disquieting statistics given mounting, if not uncontested 
(Larcker and Tanyan, 2011),  evidence that firms with high governance-ratings may generate 
better financial performance than those with low (Adut et al, 2011; Spellman and Watson, 2009). 
Despite shareholder belief that boards are comprised of successful, experienced, and responsible 
executives working as a team to effectively carry out their legal and ethical obligation to 
represent and protect owner interests (Brennan, 2006), directors are often described as “timid 
followers at the boardroom table … who leave their spines and better judgment at the door” 
(Zweig, 2010, p. 43). Too often board members are more concerned about future board 
appointments than the shareholders they represent (Westphal and Stern, 2007), abdicating their 
obligation to monitor and control management by simply “rubber stamping” their initiatives 
(Beaver et al, 2007).    
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Although Nicholson and Kiel (2005, p. 15) emphasize that boards must function as  
actively engaged teams rather than ceremonial bodies to ensure corporate success, boardroom 
dynamics – including how individual directors contribute to the cognitive quality of the board as 
a whole – remain shrouded in mystery. Much of the literature on boards considers their 
demographic composition as a predictor of board efficacy (Daily et al, 2003; Edmondson et al, 
2003; Kilduff et al, 2000; McNulty and Peck, 2010; Minichilli, 2009; Minichilli et al, 2012; 
Westphal and Zajac, 1995), but increasingly some researchers suggest behavioral factors (both at 
individual and team levels) better explain the ability of boards to govern, make effective 
decisions and create organizational value (Huse, 2005, 2007; Leblanc and Gillies, 2005; 
Minichilli, 2009; Pye and Pettigrew, 2005; Roberts et al, 2005). Even so, there are calls for 
“more research into personal and interpersonal dimensions of Directors’ behaviours” to better 
understand and measure the quality of the board’s cognitive product (Neill and Dulewicz (2010, 
p. 294).  
 Responding to this call, we conducted a qualitative inquiry based on semi-structured 
interviews with a relatively understudied subset of corporate directors – those at the helm of 
small and medium sized U.S. enterprises. Our sample included directors of boards with 
governance ratings in the top and bottom quartiles for such firms.  Results shed light on 
directors’ “lived experiences” as public company stewards, distinguishing realms of boardroom 
reality as perceived and experienced by board members and their correspondence to public 
ratings of governance quality as assessed by an independent agency. The reported differences in 
how low and high governance-rated board directors view their and their board’s performance 
invoked the classic dramaturgical metaphor developed by sociologist Erving Goffman (1959) 
who interpreted life as theatre. We used his theory of “front” and “back” stage human 
performance, summarized below, to interpret and inform our findings. They may be relevant to 
scholars and practitioners of governance interested in the relationship between director and board 
behavior and governance rating quality as well as characteristics of passive versus active boards. 

Shedding Light on the “Black Box” of Board Process: 

Old and New Research Approaches 

 Hundreds of articles – employing, however, only a few explanatory models – have tried 
to describe and predict behavior in the boardroom, the so-called “black box” (Leblanc & 
Schwartz, 2007; Neill & Dulewicz, 2010) of board process. But such models have been argued to 
range from faulty to incomplete. Pettigrew, for example, observed that in board research “great 
inferential leaps are made from input variables … to output variables … with no direct evidence 
on the processes and mechanisms which presumably link the inputs to the outputs” (Pettigrew, 
1992, p. 171).   
 Of nearly 100 articles on governance in major publications recently reviewed by Huse et 
al (2011), the majority (78%) employed economic theories while only 12% referenced 
behavioral or contextual approaches. As a result, “…we still know little about how boards 
actually work and how their behavior may be improved to contribute to value creation” (Huse et 
al, 2011, p. 5).  
 According to Letendre (2004) “… no board can provide significant value to an 
organization unless its members truly operate as a team” (Letendre, 2004, p. 102). A rapidly 
accreting body of work on team dynamics, team learning and team interaction as predictors of 
efficacy in other contexts, (Boyatzis et al, 2010; Kayes et al, 2005; Kolb et al, 2001; Rezania and 
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Lingham, 2009), however, has yet to be applied to boards. In a 2009 article, Payne et al  assert 
that recent research on teams “demonstrate(s) a causal link between team practices or attributes, 
effectiveness, and outcomes” and claim “decision-specific and relationship attributes, rather than 
board demographics, represent the greatest influence on the strategic decision-making process” 
(Payne et al, 2009, p. 707–708). Because achieving an effective team dynamic among directors 
has “a major impact on the efficiency of the board members” (Gabrielsson and Huse, 2004, p. 
22), it is surprising that “only a small number of studies have focused …on…process” (Neill and 
Dulewicz, 2010, p. 295).   

The preponderance of governance literature employing agency and stewardship theories 
while ignoring director collective behavior (Daily et al, 2003; Erakovic and Overall, 2010; 
Finkelstein and Mooney, 2003; Johnson et al, 1996), compelled Huse et al (2011) and others 
(Boytsun et al, 2011; Machold et al, 2011; Minichilli et al, 2012; Sarra, 2011) to call for a 
change in the research agenda to better capture how boardroom processes and relationships 
shape decision-making. Behavioral theories as defined by Gabrielson and Huse (2004, p. 21) are 
concerned with “processes and relational dynamics between the various actors in and around the 
boardroom and the impact on board-level and firm-level outcomes.” While a number of recent 
studies have addressed how individual characteristics (Nikbakht et al, 2010; Zahara and Pearce, 
1989), cognitive abilities (Morner et al, 2010) and motivation (Maharaj, 2009) of board members 
promote board “cohesion” (Forbes and Milliken, 1999), generate value (Cohen and Bailey, 1997; 
Finkelstein and Mooney, 2003; Gabrielsson and Huse, 2004; Huse, 2007; Sonnenfeld, 2002) and 
heighten the effectiveness of boards (Machold et al, 2011; Neill and Dulewicz, 2010; Payne et 
al, 2009), more work is needed on the effects of interpersonal director dynamics. 

Bartunek (1993) and later Stevenson et al. (2003), referencing Erving Goffman’s work a 
half-century ago, for example, emphasized (albeit in other contexts) the powerful effects of  
backstage shifts in informal linkages on how groups work together – a focus that, if applied to 
boards, may shed light on governance quality. Goffman distinguished between different “selves” 
that human actors project in “front” versus “back” stage performances in everyday life. On the 
front stage (in our case, the formal boardroom), a “team of performers…cooperate to present to 
an audience a given definition of (a) situation” (Goffman, 1959, p. 238), while, on the back 
stage, the real work gets done, often in decidedly different ways. There, as Goffman describes it, 
what is otherwise said and done front stage in a performance for watchful eyes, is often 
“knowingly contradicted as a matter of course” (Goffman, 1959, p. 112) with the result that 
“orderly social interaction becomes ‘disorganized’ and performance disruptions may have 
consequences of a… far reaching kind” (Goffman, 1959, p. 242).  These consequences, which 
Goffman advises might include the “discrediting” of a performer, member disenfranchisement or 
termination of a relationship or interaction, are often associated with violations of social norms 
or, in his parlance, “manners.” According to Goffman, the social world is mediated primarily 
through manners, the development of which, as summarized by Strong (1983) is an essential task 
in socialization. “(T)here are manners appropriate to every type of social occasion. (A)s 
individuals we are both shaped by and in turn shape manners, being on the one hand, grossly 
deformed by them if the manners and occasions are to our disadvantage — but, on the other 
hand, possessing the capacity to use them to our advantage” (Strong, 1983, p. 346–347).  

Our work points to differences in how directors use or misuse socially accepted 
“manners” for dealing with two types of conflict recognized in the literature – cognitive conflict, 
defined by Amason and Sapienza (1997, p. 495), as “task-oriented disagreement arising from 
differences in perspective” and affective conflict, an “individual-oriented disagreement arising 
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from personal disaffection.” Unlike the potentially salubrious effects of cognitive conflict, 
affective (or emotional and relationship) conflict (characterized by Leblanc (2010) as lapses in 
personal integrity, communication, teamwork and commitment), diminishes team cohesion and 
stability (De Dreu and Weingart, 2003), restricts team judgment (Carnevale and Probst, 1998) 
and may impede or negatively influence individual participation and thus curtail feedback critical 
in effective decision-making cycles. Affective conflict “undermines constructive interaction by 
provoking resentment, cynicism and avoidance,” rendering a team dysfunctional by “…initiating 
a downward spiral … that can undermine [team] effectiveness” (Buchholtz et al, 2005, p. 408). 

Despite recognition that the best way to generate quality cognitive output is to challenge  
other’s beliefs and assumptions, it has been observed that directors are often disinclined to 
“express their concerns” (Westphal and Bednar (2005, p. 286). Boards, according to Huse 
(2007), often exhibit groupthink because board culture, “discourages dissent.”   It is observed 
that when directors are put in a group they “…nearly always start to conform” (Sonnenfeld, 
2002) – exactly the opposite of what is deemed productive in creating valuable cognitive output.  
Even Warren Buffet has admitted to succumbing to the power of social pressure by: “…too often 
(remaining) silent when management made proposals…judged to be counter to the interests of 
shareholders. In those cases, “collegiality trumped independence” (Buffet, 2002, p. 17). Deutsch 
and Gerard (1955, p. 635) offer a cautionary message: “unless groups encourage their members 
to express their own, independent judgments, group consensus is likely to be an empty 
achievement.”  Often, however, when they do express independent judgments, they violate board 
“manners.” 

We designed a qualitative study to reveal, from the narratives of SME directors, their 
“lived lives” on public boards – how and to what extent “manners” and the management of 
conflict affect board stability and ultimately board performance. 

Methods 

Methodological Approach 
 Qualitative methods are uniquely appropriate to research problems related to perceptions 
and relationships that shape understanding and action (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). We conducted 
semi-structured interviews with SME board directors to elicit detailed narratives about cohort 
interactions inside and outside the boardroom ─ acquiring “firsthand, sensory accounts of 
phenomena as they occur in real world settings” (LeCompte and Preissle, 1993, p. 3). We 
followed the recommendations of Corbin and Strauss (2008) for the concomitant collection and 
analysis of phenomenological data utilizing the technique of rigorous constant comparison to 
reveal patterns in the data. We interpreted these patterns referencing Erving Goffman’s ideas 
about human performance in his seminal work, “The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life” 
(Goffman, 1959).  We also examined secondary data including financial and demographic 
documents reflecting the firms our respondents represented and we employed GMI rating data to 
segregate the firms in our sample. 
 
Sample   

Our sample consisted of 23 board members from 22 publicly-traded firms with an 
average market capitalization of $1 billion, ranging from $145 million to $3.7 billion. These 
companies are considered SMEs, which, although constituting approximately 70% of U.S. 
companies, are recognized as disproportionately understudied organizations (Machold et al, 
2011).  
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Governance Metrics International (GMI) provided, expressly for this study, the names of 

300 organizations with high (A and B ratings) and low (C and D ratings) corporate governance 
ratings from which the firms in our sample were sourced. Although the relationship between 
governance quality ratings and future financial performance is not definitive (Bhagat and Bolton, 
2008; Daines et al, 2010), two recent studies have demonstrated a positive correlation between 
GMI ratings and future firm performance (Ertugrul and Hedge, 2009) and “a positive statistically 
significant relationship between GMI ratings and future shareholder returns” (Spellman and 
Watson, 2009, p. 1). Twelve directors from companies with high governance ratings and eleven 
directors from companies with low governance ratings were interviewed. Sample demographics 
are summarized in Table 1. 

------------------------------------ 
Insert Table 1 about here 

------------------------------------ 
Our informants averaged six years of experience on their respective boards, served on an 

average of two board committees, were 70% male, 82% American, 82% Caucasian, and well 
educated. Overall, 52% held post-graduate degrees.  The boards averaged nine members each, 
with female representation of 14%. This profile is consistent with the demographic profile of the 
most recent board study conducted by Korn/Ferry International (2011). Counter-intuitively, low 
governance-rated boards were more diverse, included more women and had more highly-
educated members with more direct board experience – suggesting the inadequacy of 
demographic composition alone to explain effective board outcomes. 

Industries represented in the research included: Services 36%; Healthcare 18%; and 
Financial and Consumer Goods, both at 14%; with each of Basic Materials, Industrial Goods and 
Technology representing less than 9% of the sample. Interesting to note is that 45% of the public 
companies on which these directors had served have been delisted (55% high governance-rated 
and 33% low governance-rated).   

We also examined the financial profiles of participating organizations, focusing on 
employee size, market capitalization, asset size, revenue size, profitability and, most importantly, 
value creation/value destruction indicators at the time of the research. As shown in Table 2, 
differences were most obvious in the latter three variables. On average employee size was 
between 4,000 and 5,000 employees for both high and low governance-rated firms, with average 
market capitalization close to $1 billion. High and low governance-rated firms had relatively 
close asset bases of between $1.1 and 1.7 billion. Firms differed, however, in revenue levels, 
profitability and value creation/value destruction. High governance-rated firms had lower profit 
margins (8.2%) compared with low governance-rated firms (11.1%). In addition, the high 
governance-rated firms generated close to four-times more revenue ($1.2 billion) than the low 
governance-rated firms ($351 million). That low governance-rated firms generate higher levels 
of profitability on lower levels of revenues suggests they are out-performing the high 
governance-rated firms, however, the value creation/value destruction metric indicates the 
opposite with high governance-rated firms creating and low governance-rated firms destroying 
value. 

------------------------------------ 
Insert Table 2 about here 

------------------------------------ 
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Value creation/destruction measures the degree to which organizations are generating 
value to shareholders in excess of a risk-free rate of return. It essentially evaluates if the 
shareholder would have been better off investing their money in a risk-free bond or in the 
corporation. We selected 4.5% as the risk-free rate of return as this is indicated by Duff & Phelps 
as the appropriate rate corresponding to the time of this analysis (Grabowski, 2011). To calculate 
if organizations are creators or destroyers of value, an expected return on assets (4.5%) is 
subtracted from operating revenues (Operating Revenue – (Assets * 4.5%)). This ultimately 
reflects how effectively an organization utilizes its asset base. When this number is positive, 
value creation exceeds an expected 4.5% of asset growth and therefore meets the value creation 
hurdle – the investor is better off investing in the company. Over 60% of high governance-rated 
organizations created value; whereas only 40% of low governance-rated organizations did so – 
60% of low governance-rated organizations destroy value. This implies that low governance 
rated firms are not effectively using assets to generate profitable returns, but instead are 
cannibalizing assets to generate profits. 

 
Data Collection  

Between June and September, 2011, we conducted 60-minute semi-structured face-to-
face or telephonic interviews with 23 board directors of U.S. SME public companies using a pre-
tested interview protocol. These subjects were selected from a list of 300 GMI-identified SME 
organizations with high and low governance ratings. Open-ended questions were designed to 
elicit detailed narratives about actual lived experiences of directors in the boardroom during the 
deliberation of important board issues and outside the boardroom in committee meetings and 
other work sessions. Respondents described the roles of individual directors, detailed when and 
how directors deliberated specific issues, and identified factors that inhibited or facilitated 
deliberations and the behavioral norms of board work. These interviews were digitally recorded 
and transcribed and the interview transcripts were used in the coding process. Documents 
available in the public domain were reviewed to understand the board’s charter, mission and 
objectives and the backgrounds of individual board members were researched. Financial 
information and corporate performance data for each organization were sourced, reviewed and 
compared.  

Data analysis, following the recommendations of Corbin and Strauss (2008), was 
conducted in three phases of open, axial and selective coding – a process intended to identify 
categories and themes from which research findings emerge. The first phase (open coding) 
involved rigorous line by line examination of interview transcripts to identify what Boyatzis 
coined “codable moments,” i.e. potentially significant fragments of text (Boyatzis, 1998). We 
identified more than 1,382 such fragments, later grouped into 89 initial categories. In an 
intensive second phase of analysis (axial coding) we compared and contrasted the categories, 
eliminating some and merging and relabeling others as patterns, themes and concepts emerged 
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The coding process was accomplished using both manual techniques 
and coding software. 

This iterative process systematically reduced the data to three useful super-categories: 
Board Composition and Process (including recruitment/screening/expulsion, structure, rules, 
realms); Roles/Relationships (including norms, compliant/deviant behavior, communications, 
teamwork and conflict management); and Board Performance (including self-assessment, 
accountability and governance ratings). Linkage between the dimensions of these categories 
revealed a dominant theme, captured by respondents’ perceptions of – and “lived lives” as – 
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board members operating in two distinct behavioral realms, each governed by implicit behavioral 
norms and expectations. Analysis in the third (selective) stage of coding was then guided by the 
theoretical framework of Goffman's dramaturgical model of social interaction (Goffman, 1959). 
Formal and informal board norms and behavior, mapped in terms of Goffman’s concept of “front 
stage” and “back stage” human performance, are summarized in Figure 1.   

------------------------------------ 
Insert Figure 1 about here 

------------------------------------ 
Coded dimensions of front stage behaviors included congeniality, collegiality, formality, 

concern with image, scrutiny, and ceremoniousness. Characteristics of back stage performance 
included informality, proactivity, self-expression, tolerance, open-mindedness, candidness and 
willingness to debate. Coded realm-specific roles, communication styles and approaches to 
engagement with fellow board members were identified for each environment are discussed in 
the next section.  

Results 

Summary of Key Findings 
Our results suggest SME directors of both high and low governance-rated firms – 

irrespective of firm size, type or industry – differentiate alike between norms and behaviors 
corresponding to two distinct venues in which they perceive board work gets done – the formal 
board chamber itself and a variety of far less-structured opportunities for full or partial board 
interaction outside the boardroom. In accord about the dual realms of the board environment, low 
and high board governance-rated directors, however, differ in how they deal with conflict and 
respond to perceived violations of social norms – or, in Goffman’s terms “manners” – associated 
with them.  

High governance-rated boards are more sensitive to social norm nonconformance and are 
quicker and more willing to deal with disruptive behavior while low governance-rated boards, 
seemingly disinclined to confront fellow directors, tolerate affective conflict longer and allow it 
to fester and disrupt productive board dynamics. Both high and low governance-rated boards 
expel members for violations of social norms (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004), but our data suggest 
the high governance-rated firms expel directors as a last resort – only after remedial efforts have 
failed. Low governance-rated firms tolerate the errant behavior without addressing it and then 
tend to abruptly expel an errant director when unaddressed affective conflict becomes too much 
to bare. The result is that low-governance rated boards have higher levels of attrition which may 
affect board stability. 

The frequency with which boards address and resolve affective conflict may be 
associated with board recruitment practices. Our data indicate low governance-rated firms more 
frequently recruit from an “inside circle” of candidates while high governance-rated boards cast 
a wider net and are more apt to utilize professional recruiters to identify qualified candidates 
with whom they have no prior professional relationship. The “close ties” (Granovetter, 1973) of 
low governance-rated boards may inhibit intra-member confrontation when perceived 
relationship “costs” are high, as supported by Westphal and Stern’s (2006) observation that 
“…social influence behaviors, in the form of ingratiation tactics directed at fellow board 
members,” are more prevalent than “behaviors believed to contribute to effective corporate 
governance” (Westphal and Stern, 2006, p. 268) especially among directors with prior 
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relationships. The interests of close-ties directors may extend beyond the board and involve 
higher personal risk, accounting for the disinclination to address affective conflict as it emerges.  
 
Front and Back Stage Board Performance  
 Directors of both high and low governance-rated firms described their interaction with 
co-directors in the formal boardroom as typically  “collegial,” “congenial,” “respectful” and 
“nice” and the meetings themselves as “structured,” “formal,” and “subject to scrutiny” (by 
which informants meant that board discussion was recorded through board minutes and subject 
to disclosure). The boardroom was characterized by both groups as a “ceremonial site” used 
mostly for information dissemination and ratification, often regarding issues “already deliberated 
in committee” prior to boardroom review. Our data revealed the boardroom protocol for both 
high and low governance-rated boards favors “keeping to the agenda” and “staying on schedule.” 
 Irrespective of individual director or firm differences (including governance ratings), all 
of the SME directors concurred that the “real work” or “heavy lifting” of the board is performed 
outside the board room – in, for example, committee meetings and executive session, at pre-
board meeting dinners or during informal spontaneous conversations either in person or by 
telephone. Outside the boardroom, informants revealed, they feel freer to express their opinions, 
openly debate issues and disagree. There, issues important to the board were researched and 
analyzed, opinions expressed, and coalitions built. Compared to the formal and cordial 
communication among directors at board meetings, interaction outside the boardroom was 
described as more “open,” “direct,” “frequent,” “informal” even sometimes “blunt.”  
 Reported, however, were far greater incidences (83% vs. 36%) of informal conversation 
between directors of high versus low governance-rated firms with the high governance-rated 
firms attesting to frequent private and ad hoc conversations outside the boardroom/committee 
context. Only two directors (one from each of a high and low governance-rated firm) insisted 
that such conversations did not happen—either inside or outside the boardroom—and were 
specifically discouraged. 
 The table below provides examples of narratives of high governance-rated firm directors 
(left column) and low governance-rated firm directors (right column). These quotes were 
selected to represent and contrast the experience of directors related to board communications.  

------------------------------------ 
Insert Table 3 about here 

------------------------------------ 
 More directors of high governance-rated boards attested that in committee meetings and 
in executive session the convention of “nice”—so valued in the boardroom—is ceded in favor of 
honest and direct conversation. One high governance-rated firm director, for example, noted:   

 
“When you go into executive session, you have no worries about saying, ‘You 
know, Joe, who presented XYZ, I thought, did a crappy job because….’  I mean 
they wouldn’t say that.  Now they might ask Joe or Sally a lot of difficult 
questions, so obviously you get a sense of how they’re being challenged, but then 
behind closed doors it might have been, ‘I don’t agree with Joe at all, I think they 
did a crappy job.’  And, ‘why would we go with Joe’s opinion or you know,’ so 
much more blunt discussion.”  
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“Manners” and Their Meaning 
 While the behavioral norms associated with SME board performance—front stage versus 
back stage—are not formally articulated, understanding of and adherence to them is assumed. 
Our directors vividly described the effect of what they considered non-conforming or unexpected 
director behavior on the functioning of the board. Director behavior that did not conform to 
expectations was noticed and negatively perceived. Certain behavior was reported to be 
inappropriate inside the boardroom but tolerated in committee meetings and other extra 
boardroom venues where directors engaged more informally and candidly with one another and 
where behavioral boundaries were less explicit. There directors tolerated co-directors’ “over-
assertiveness,” for example, even if annoyed by it. Directors noted that when in session, 
however, most board members adhered to the polite formality of prescribed norms, cognizant 
that their meetings were subject to disclosure and  aware of potential implications of their and 
fellow board members’ behaviors (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004). 
 Directors of both high and low governance-rated firms who did not conform to the social 
norms of the board were perceived to be “confrontational,” “stubborn,” “overbearing,” “pushy” 
and having deleterious effects on board functioning. These effects ranged from “making people 
feel uncomfortable,” to “causing trouble,” “starting arguments,” or “closing down the 
discussion.”   
 Some variants of non-conformance were tolerated in the boardroom.  One director (of a 
low governance-rated SME) commented on the “ego display” of a co-director, noting, “(he) 
talked too much. Sometimes they need to have a comment on every topic.  You don’t need to 
make another speech saying the same thing.” But another case of similar behavior was judged by 
a director of a high governance-rated firm as intolerable:  “… the individual himself was so 
unbelievably overbearing, even if you confronted him on an issue, he would debate you into 
fatigue…he would just exhaust you and you would just give up.”  
 Informants of high governance-rated firms more often than those of low governance-
rated firms recounted proactive efforts they or others took to remedy the effects of non-
conforming behavior believed to negatively affect board performance. “By September I could 
really see that there was peril looming ahead,” one explained in describing the disruptive 
boardroom behavior of a fellow director, “…and I confronted the senior board lead director who 
was also a close friend of the founder (to take action).” Another director, discussing repeated 
incidents of “strong treatment” of one board member by another in the boardroom, recounted the 
board decision to ultimately “step in.” In some instances reported by directors, non-conforming 
behavior was less explicit. One director, spearheading a firm turnaround, was concerned when 
two co-directors who had asked the CFO to provide information to the board repeatedly over five 
years, never pushed to have the information delivered.  They were eventually removed from the 
board for succumbing to pressures exerted by the CEO and top management team. 
 
Attrition and Board Instability 
 Although 43% of small-cap S&P firms experience director departures annually (Barrett, 
2012), in our sample, 86% of the 22 companies experienced director attrition. We analyzed the 
attrition rate of the companies in our sample over the period 2009 to 2011 inclusive. All but three 
had at least one change in director over the measurement period. The overall average rate of 
director attrition was almost 18% per year (ranging from 13% to 20%) over the three year 
measurement period 2009-2011. The average for high governance-rated organizations was 15% 
and for low governance-rated firms 20%. When compared to the index of annual attrition rate for 
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all S&P Small Cap company of 19% (Barrett, 2012), the high governance-rated firms out-
performed the index, whereas the low governance-rated firms underperformed against the index.  
Of the three organizations having no change in directors, two were high governance-rated 
organizations.  
 While the directors of both high and low governance-rated SMEs commented on non-
conforming behavior in the boardroom, the frequency of their comments and level of concern 
about it was different. High governance-rated firm directors disclosed more about disruptive or 
otherwise deviant behavior, provided explicit examples of it, and expressed more concern about 
its effects. These directors also divulged differences in the way boards recruited and appointed 
new directors.  
 
Director Recruitment 
 Directors of low governance-rated SMEs are more likely than those of high governance-
rated firms to be recruited as a result of a personal relationship with an existing board member or 
corporate executive. High governance-rated boards more frequently consider and appoint 
directors with no prior direct social connection to the board. 

Each director in our sample recounted the story of his/her personal recruitment and 
appointment to the board. Directors of firms with low-governance ratings revealed membership 
as a direct result of personal or professional association with an existing board member or officer 
of the firm twice as often as did directors of high governance-rated firms – 63% of low 
governance-rated firm directors acknowledged having been recommended by a firm principle 
versus 25% of high governance-rated firm board members. Most directors of high governance-
rated SMEs in our sample revealed having no prior connections with firm principles prior to their 
recruitment and appointment. Only three acknowledged a direct connection either with an 
existing director or with a private equity firm investing in the company. In each case, however, 
the interviewee described the relationship as distant and impersonal. The majority of these 
directors described their recruitment as based primarily on their credentials and experience.   
 Eighty-five percent (85%) of the high governance-rated firms in our sample used external 
assistance in identifying and assessing director candidates contrasted with 23% of low 
governance-rated firms. However, there was no indication that the external firm used a 
behavioral approach in screening director candidates. 
 Of interest, only one board (high governance-rated) was reported to use a rigorous 
screening process, including skills and/or behavioral testing. All directors discussed reliance on 
past track records and the single in-person interview to determine the “fit” of the candidate 
director for the board.  

Discussion 

 Pettigrew and McNulty (1995, p. 848) note that Tricker’s (1978) comment about 
corporate boards “is still ringingly true: the work of the director, in and out of the boardroom, is 
rated as the most under-researched management topic.” Most of the still sparse work on board 
dynamics has focused on what happens in the physical boardroom, with little attention to the 
interaction of directors outside of it – and is concerned more with process than personal 
interaction. This is surprising given that most of the work of the board is acknowledged to occur 
in committee meetings and during extra-boardroom inter-member interactions to solicit opinions 
and build coalitions. Limiting attention to processes confined to the formal boardroom sacrifices 
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insight into critical decision-making and strategy production by the board in informal ex-
boardroom settings.   
 In contrast to the work of Westphal and Bednar who reported “a general tendency for 
outside directors of firms with relatively low performance to underestimate the extent to which 
other board members shared their concerns” (Westphal and Bednar, 2005, p. 286), our study 
indicates directors of both high and low governance-rated boards understand the importance of 
their full participation in board deliberations and strive to make their concerns known to and 
understood by their colleagues. Neill and Dulewicz (2010, p. 302) found that minimizing 
affective conflict through “harmonious personal relationships between board members 
(is)…highly important” and “…a crucial, yet often neglected, driver of board effectiveness.”   
 Our data suggest that the criticality of interpersonal relationships is well understood by 
directors of both low and high governance-rated organizations, especially by the latter.  
Respondents in both groups expressed concern about “offending” co-directors by challenging 
their ideas or opinions in the boardroom where a sense of “formality” and “congeniality” prevails 
and directors are feign to breach deeply inculcated behavioral norms specific to that 
environment. Instead, they favor being “nice,” demonstrating “mutual respect,” and “following 
the agenda” – behavior also consistent with directors’ recognition that board “performance” may 
be viewed by a critical (and potentially hostile) audience of shareholders, executive management 
and regulators. The formal non-confrontational environment of the boardroom facilitates 
information exchange, reduces the costs associated with information asymmetry and projects 
professionalism – the appropriate performance for a critical public audience.  
 However, outside of the boardroom, directors—especially those serving high 
governance-rated organizations—report operating less formally and having more frequent and 
much more direct exchanges with one another.  A tolerance for openness (even “bluntness”) was 
revealed in those interactions – and challenging, even confrontational, behavior considered 
inappropriate and unacceptable in the boardroom itself, was condoned in exchanges outside of it. 
Although they are implicit rather than articulated, most directors appear to understand the 
behavioral norms of formal and informal board performance. Both adherence to traditional 
boardroom behavioral norms and engagement in antithetical behavior outside of the boardroom, 
however, were more pronounced in high versus low governance-rated firms – which may explain 
lower director attrition on the high governance-rated firms. Directors who better distinguish 
between the behavioral norms specific to both operating realms of the board 
(challenging/questioning in informal settings; polite and civil in formal settings) may be more 
likely to survive by avoiding sanctions for violations of social norms, contributing to board 
stability. 
 We heard strikingly similar stories from directors of both low and high governance-rated 
organizations about occasionally deviant behavior in the boardroom. Most of the informants in 
our study identified at least one fellow director whose non-conforming behavior deleteriously 
impacted board performance and was encouraged to leave the board, or not asked to stand for 
nomination for a subsequent term. When directors breach boardroom etiquette—a challenge to 
boardroom stability—despite how much value they bring to the knowledge base of the board, 
they are considered, “uncooperative,” “overbearing,” “overpowering, or “egoistic”  and may be 
chided, ostracized or ultimately removed from the board. Our informants described the 
salubrious effects of removing a disruptive director, stressing board harmony and increased 
efficiency.  
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  Our findings, grounded in “in vivo” data, are conceptualized in Figure 2. They suggest 
that directors are recruited onto boards through either direct or indirect personal relationships, 
primarily driven by the resources, talent or experience they can bring to the board. It is expected 
that directors will easily adapt to the unique culture of any given board by complying with the 
tacit behavioral norms that characterize that board. In the end, the board’s ability to manage and 
balance the negative effect of affective conflict and the positive effect of cognitive conflict leads 
to board stability and governance quality level. Other studies have suggested a relationship 
between governance quality and firm financial performance (Berthelot, Morris, & Morrill, 2010; 
Jo & Harjoto, 2011; Leblanc & Gillies, 2005).  

------------------------------------ 
Insert Figure 2 about here 

------------------------------------ 
 As argued by Pettigrew and McNulty, a board’s “dynamics are as important as its 
structure” (Pettigrew and McNulty, 1995, p. 859). In accordance, our data speak to the salience 
of behavioral as well as professional qualifications for board appointment. Because director 
interaction is so vital in producing high quality processes and ultimately results (Pye and 
Pettigrew, 2005), in addition to screening for functional skills and industry experience, specific 
attention should be paid to the behavioral skills of board candidates. Possessing the capacity to 
adapt to board environment and culture and to perform appropriately in both “formal” and 
“informal” board environments seem to be essential qualifications for the role.  

Limitations 

Our results should be considered in light of several potential limitations. Our sample was 
small consisting of directors of 22 SME firms in varied industries. Results may not be 
generalizable to all such firms. The data was collected at the individual level and may not reflect 
the perceptions of other members of the same boards. Future studies should compare and 
contrast data sourced from multiple firm directors. Although conscious effort was made to 
reduce researcher bias, the principal investigator has herself served as a corporate board member 
and committee chairperson and her experience may have influenced data interpretation.  

Implications for Future Research 

 This study addressed directors’ behaviors in the conduct of their roles on publicly-traded 
SME boards. Directors are commonly selected to join boards based on their professional capital, 
but are seldom screened for understanding and appreciation of appropriate behavior inside and 
outside the boardroom or ability and willingness to address affective conflict in both realms.  
Directors insensitive to differences between “front stage” and “back stage” behavior may suffer 
diminished individual performance and tenure on boards and weaken board effectiveness. High 
governance-rated organizations appear to have a lower tolerance for aberrant director behavior 
and a stronger inclination to address and resolve affective conflict rather than “sweep it under the 
carpet.” 
 Our data also suggest that prior director relationships with other board members may 
affect if and how aberrant behavior is addressed. Both propositions deserve further research. In 
particular, studies that link directors’ recognition and execution of appropriate cultural board 
norms, affective conflict management and board process costs and attrition are recommended. 
Sonnenfeld (2002), Finegold et al (2007) and others have offered prescriptive papers on how 
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boards should work as “teams” but little research has been done in this area – specifically using 
“team” as the unit of analysis (Mathieu et al, 2000). Our results underscore the potential 
contribution of such work to bettering understanding of governance quality and its impact on 
financial performance.  

Implications for Practice 

 Boards spend a great deal of time and energy recruiting qualified directors to fill 
functional expertise gaps and generate a level of diversity critical for cognitive conflict to 
generate high quality strategic, advisory and monitoring results. When sourcing directors, high 
governance-rated boards cast a wide net, considering incumbents with whom they have no direct 
relationship – whereas low governance-rated boards tend to recruit from an “inner circle” of 
contacts. Despite the natural inclination to recruit those that are “most like us,” it may very well 
be that it is the director outside a board’s “comfort zone” that generates better results for the 
board as a whole.  
 Although research substantiates that managing behavioral profiles boosts cognitive 
output and increases team effectiveness and stability, SME firms seldom screen for the 
“behavioral” skills or competencies of directors – only 1 of the 22 firms (4.5%) in our sample did 
so. Our data suggest that failure to properly screen for director behavioral characteristics may 
result in higher levels of affective conflict inside and outside the boardroom, which in turn leads 
to higher levels of board attrition, lower levels of stability and ultimately lower governance 
quality.  
 Failure to screen for director behavioral characteristics inhibits prediction of aberrant or 
disruptive behavior (inside as well as outside the boardroom) that can destabilize boards. High 
governance-rated boards appear to better manage affective conflict in a manner that reduces 
board attrition  and  increases board stability while lower governance-rated boards replace 1 in 
every 4 directors per annum ─ a debilitating,  inefficient and costly process. Understanding the 
dynamics of the existing board will facilitate the identification, selection and assimilation of new 
directors in the pursuit of high quality governance. 
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LIST OF TABLES 

Table 1: Director Demographics 
Director Demographics Average High Governance Low Governance 
Years on board 6 5 7 
Average number of committees 2 2 2 
Gender 73% Male 75% Male 64% Male 
Average age 60 58 62 
Nationality 82% American 83% American 82% American 
Race 82% Caucasian 92% Caucasian 82% Caucasian 
Number of current public boards 2 (1 to 4) 2 (1 to 4) 1 (0 to 2) 
Number of past public boards 1 (0 to 4) 1 (0 to 4) 1 (0 to 4) 
Number of current private boards 1 (0 to 6) 1 (0 to 5) 1 (0 to 3) 
Number of past private boards 1 (0 to 10) 2 (0 to 10) 3 (0 to 8) 
Education (Avg. number of degrees) 2  (BA to PhD) 1 (BA to MA) 2  (BA to PhD) 
Avg. years of current public board service 6 (up to 16) 5 (up to 12) 7 (up to 16) 
Number of past public boards 1 1 (0 to 4) 1 (0 to 4) 
Percent past public companies de-listed 45% 55% 33% 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1392313�
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Table 2: Financial Profile of Companies 

All values in (000's) FT EE  
Market 
Cap Revenues 

Profit 
Margin % Assets 

Value 
Creation/ 
Destruction 

High Corporate Governance Ratings 5,352  921  1,227,159  8.2% 1,710,430  100,634  
Low Corporate Governance Ratings 4,507 969 351,037 11.1% 1,115,801  (23,828) 
Average of All Companies 4,968  942  828,922 9.5% 1,440,144  44,060  
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Figure 1: Illustration of Identification of Concepts and Themes in Coding Process 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Conceptual Framework 
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